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The Matthew Initiative empowers under resourced and struggling churches to become places of joy, hospitality and hope for the children of their communities.
Established in 2010 as a 501C3 nonprofit foundation, The Matthew Initiative has been part of the renewal of 8 churches in the north Georgia conference and currently has 8 potential partner churches that have been identified for 2015.

The Matthew Initiative works with churches over a period of time, bringing them through their unique model of launch, build, and sustain, while providing on site resources, and weekly mentors for an average of 6 months to one year until the ministry can be maintained by the partner church. The Matthew Initiative has been called to give their professional services and resources to their partner churches as a gift the children of their communities.

To be part of a process of leading churches through a process of turning outward into their communities, as well as learning a dynamic children’s ministries model, is a unique ministry opportunity. The Matthew Initiative will multiply this successful model into several churches in 2015-2016.

Potential Partner Churches for 2015-2016 include:
- Zoar United Methodist church  Snellville, Georgia
- Brookhaven United Methodist church  Atlanta, Georgia
- Messiah Lutheran Church  Decatur, Georgia
- Kings Memorial United Methodist church  Atlanta, Georgia
- Kings Memorial is a historic African American congregation

Contribute to the needs of the saints
Extend hospitality to strangers
Romans 12

Website and Directors blog:  http://thematthewinitiative.com/
Facebook: The Matthew Initiative